FRIDAY LETTER
JULY 24, 2020
ADMINISTRATION – AARON PRUNTY, CITY ADMINISTRATOR
City Recorder, Cindy Hughes, CMC
The July 28th City Council meeting is being held via teleconference as a precaution against the
spread of COVID-19. The following items will be presented for deliberation or discussion:


Resolution No. 2020-32. A Resolution authorizing the City’s withdrawal and termination of
Intergovernmental Grant Agreement No. RS1909 with the Oregon Business Development
Department (OBDD), and a Subgrant Agreement with the Butte Creek Mill Foundation, for
the Historical Rebuild of the Butte Creek Mill.



Discussion regarding extending Resolution No. 2020-15, a Resolution that extended the
authority granted in Resolution Nos. 2020-07, 2020-08, 2020-09, 2020-10, regarding
temporary closure of City Hall, cancelling or postponing nonessential public meetings,
staying enforcement of default utility bills and waiving fees for online payments, and
authorizing paying the City’s bills.



Resolution No. 2020-33. A Resolution authorizing a City of Eagle Point
Personal/Professional Services Contract for the 2020 Seal Coat Project with C.R. Contracting
LLC.

UPCOMING MEETINGS
City Council Executive Session – July 27th – 6:00 p.m. – Ashpole Community Center at City
Hall – No Public Access.
City Council – July 28th – 6:00 p.m. – Teleconference from City Hall - Public Access by texting
CALL ME to receive a call back to join the meeting or dialing (617) 691-8419. Do not dial “1”
first unless calling from a landline.
City Council – August 11th – 6:00 p.m. – Teleconference from City Hall - Public Access by
texting CALL ME to receive a call back to join the meeting or dialing (617) 691-8419. Do not
dial “1” first unless calling from a landline.
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Community Development Commission – Next meeting date to be announced – 5:00 p.m. – City
Hall or via Teleconference.
Planning Commission – Next meeting date to be announced – 6:00 p.m. – City Hall or via
Teleconference.
PUBLIC NOTICE
ELECTIONS NOTICE - Candidate packets are available from the City of Eagle Point and
filings for candidacy of the following elected offices are being accepted:
Mayor - for a term of two years.
Council Member - for a term of four years.
Council Member - for a term of four years.
Council Member - for a term of four years.
The term of office of elected officers shall commence on the first Council Meeting in January,
2021. Persons interested must be, at the time of election, a qualified elector as defined in
Section 2, Article II of the Oregon Constitution; and shall have been a resident within the city
limits of the City of Eagle Point for the twelve-month period immediately preceding the
November 2020 election.
It is recommended that completed election filing forms be submitted to Cindy Hughes, City
Recorder, City of Eagle Point, City Hall, 17 South Buchanan Avenue, Eagle Point, Oregon, by
August 21, 2020 to meet the August 25, 2020 filing deadline with the Jackson County Elections
Office. Interested persons should call Cindy Hughes at 541-826-4212 ext. 106 for additional
information.
FINANCE – MELISSA OWENS, FINANCE DIRECTOR
Budget
The 2020/2021 budget was adopted by the City Council on June 23, 2020.
 Adopting Resolutions and State Revenue Sharing notifications have been
provided to the State or Oregon as required. This information notifies the state
that the City wishes to receive State Revenue Sharing for the 2020/2021 fiscal
year.
 Adopting Resolution and Property Tax forms have been provided to Jackson
County so that we may receive property taxes for fiscal year 2020/2021.
As we begin the new fiscal years we will continue to watch these items:
 Gas tax (less travel)
 Lodging tax (less travel)
 Reimbursement from school district for School Resource Officer (Dependent on in
school days)
 Interest Income (lower rates)
 Liquor tax
 Cigarette tax
 Late fees (utilities) not being charged
 Court payments (less tickets, not suspending or turning over to collections)
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No credit card fee reimbursements

We accounted for some loss of revenue in the current budget. We do not know yet how much
these items will be impacted by the Pandemic but we will continue to monitor. We can make
adjustments to the budget if needed. There are several purchases that are included in the budget
that will be postponed until later in the fiscal year. This will give us time to monitor the items
listed above to ensure that the budget is not negatively impacted.
Audits
 Staff is preparing for our annual audit. The auditors will be here August 10, 2020 –
August 12, 2020. The auditors have already sent the first request for documents. Staff is
currently preparing those documents for them. They will continue to request documents
as their visit date approaches.


Staff is working on the annual Local Road and Street Finance Survey for 2019/2020
fiscal year. This survey looks at all Street Fund Revenue including State Gas Tax, City
Transportation Utility Fees, City Transportation SDCs and all miscellaneous revenue
included in the Street Funds. The Survey is to ensure that all revenues are used for
qualified expenses such as transportation safety, street maintenance, street lighting and
street construction. This is a report required by the State and is required because we
receive State Gas Tax.

HR
We have closed the recruitment for the position of Police Officer (Lateral or Entry Level).
Background is underway.
A new job description for the position of Public Works Operations Supervisor was approved at
the June 23, 2020 City Council meeting. A new recruitment using the new job description has
begun. It is being advertised with several of the professional organizations such as American
Public Works Association, Oregon Public Works Association along with many others. The first
review date will be July 31, 2020.
Risk Management
Much time is still being spent on this topic. The COVID-19 pandemic has made everyone think
about risk management (exposures and illnesses). This is true when thinking about employees,
customers, citizens, and families. Recommendations and orders from the Governor continue to
change rapidly. We have taken quite a few measures to limit the risks related to COVID-19.
Recent requirement include wearing masks while inside buildings. We have implemented the
mandate that all staff and visitors to City Hall wear masks. Staff can remove their masks while at
their desks providing they are 6’ away from others. If another employee approaches their desk
(within 6’) staff must put their mask on during that time. More recent requirements include
wearing masks outside while distancing can’t be maintained.
Jackson County has entered phase 2 of the reopening process. That hasn’t been a big change for
City staff and City buildings. The biggest requirement is still maintaining 6 foot social
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distancing. It is difficult to ensure that we do that while in City Hall as many of us use the same
equipment such as printers and copiers. We continue to have staff alternating working from
home while trying to ensure that all required tasks are still being completed.
As we watch regulations change rapidly, schools are trying to react as well. This is in the
forefront of the minds of some staff members who have children in school or childcare. If school
and childcare centers are open fewer hours it makes it more difficult for staff who work full time.
City Hall remains closed at this time. Once we can ensure that all employees and all customers
can maintain appropriate distancing we can consider reopening City Hall. We have continued to
be available via phone, email, fax, and other electronic means. We have also been available to
receive plans and other documents from developers.
We believe that it is important for us to be here for our citizens but there is a need to balance that
with the health and welfare of the citizens as well as the staff and their families.
POLICE – DARIN MAY, POLICE CHIEF
Around the Department
-Corporal Anselmi attended the Supervisory Leadership Academy put on by the Center for
Policing Excellence
-Our department had a refresher training on the City of Eagle Point Fleet Safety Program
guidelines
-We continually receive updated training on new case law to make sure we are following best
policing practices for our community
Community Outreach – Don’t be the Victim of a Scam
Our friends at Tekmanagement provided us an update on one of the
newest scams, and we are passing it along. Grocery delivery services
have been quite popular during the COVID-19 pandemic. These
services help support social distancing, reduce the number of shoppers
in each store, and allow at-risk patrons to safely buy essential items.
Unfortunately, the popularity of these delivery services has caught the
attention of cyber criminals. The bad guys are now spoofing supermarkets that offer delivery
services in hopes of stealing your personal information.
It starts with a phishing email that urges you to log in to your supermarket’s website using the
link provided. Clicking the link takes you to a fake login page for your local supermarket. The
page asks you to select your email provider (Gmail, Apple, and so on) and then log in to connect
your account. Don’t be fooled! Connecting your account actually delivers your email credentials
to the bad guys. Remember the following tips: Never click on a link within an email that you
weren’t expecting. Remember that email addresses can be spoofed. Even if the email appears to
be from a familiar organization, it could be a phishing attempt. When an email asks you to log in
to an account or online service, log in to your account through your browser-not by clicking the
link in the email.
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Public Safety – Move Over Law
Did you know? The Move Over law applies to all vehicles on side of the
road showing lights or distress. Oregon Department of Transportation
(ODOT) issued a recent press release reminding drivers of the Move
Over law. Construction season is in full swing, and most everyone
knows that when you see orange barrels, cones or signs, you’re coming up on a work zone and
you need to slow down. But not everyone knows about our Move Over law. In Oregon, you
must move over to a non-adjacent lane – or slow down by at least five miles under the speed
limit – when approaching the rear of any vehicle stopped and displaying warning or hazard lights
or otherwise indicating distress, not just emergency vehicles. Maintenance crews, utility
companies and other firms are often working alongside the road with warning or hazard lights
on, and this would also signal that motorists need to move over. The fine for this violation is
$265 (or $525 if the location is within a safety corridor, school zone or work zone).
Takeaway: be alert, motorists – your job when you are behind the wheel is to drive safely. That
means following the laws, and now you can say you know about, and follow, this one: always
Move Over, if you can do so safely, or slow down 5 MPH below the posted speed.
Crime Prevention – Home Safety
Even with the current health restrictions in place for the state, many residents are still able to take
advantage of local vacation destinations. Our department would like to emphasize the
importance of having a home safety/crime prevention plan in place to deter burglaries when
planning to be away from home.
 Make sure that windows and doors are locked and secure, especially anytime you will be
away from home. Consider installing secondary locks on doors and windows such as
pins, deadbolts, dowels, etc.
 Maintain hedges, bushes, and trees around windows and doors to eliminate hiding places
for thieves or intruders.
 Make sure the exterior of your home is well lit for safety and security.
 Consider installing security cameras. There are many affordable options available.
 Place valuables away from windows where they cannot be seen from outside your home.
 To prevent “porch predators” from stealing delivered packages, consider having them
delivered elsewhere, or picked up by a trusted friend or neighbor.
 Avoid posting travel plans on social media until after you return home, otherwise you are
advertising that your home is unoccupied.
 Arrange to have newspaper and/or mail service stopped while you are away.
 Request a Vacation House Check be done by our department while you are away. This
can be arranged by filling out the request form at our station. The form is also available
online at http://www.cityofeaglepoint.org/127/Forms.
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Public Fire Restrictions Increased to High

Code Enforcement
During July in addition to closing out open cases from prior months, we have been working on
excessive vegetation violations, animal problems, chronic nuisance property issues, parking
complaints, marijuana grow cases, abandoned vehicles, safety hazards, and neighborhood
disputes. In addition, we have been handling calls from citizens with questions regarding codes
and ordinances.
Since the end of April we have handled 173 excessive vegetation violation cases, on top of all
the usual cases. Our code enforcement officer has been extremely busy working with property
owners to abate the violations/fire hazards within the city limits. Coordinating abatement plans
is extremely time consuming, as she inspects properties, tracks down out-of-town owners, and
coordinates penalty abatement when necessary. We appreciate the patience of the many
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residents trying to make complaints or requesting contact on various issues. With such a high
call volume, priority has to be given to public safety issues.
PARKS AND REC/PUBLIC WORKS – ROBERT MILLER, P.E., PUBLIC WORKS DIRECTOR
Parks and Recreation
The park mowing contract continues by Milestone Landscape. Public Works continues restroom
maintenance and remaining maintenance of all parks and cemeteries. The Splash Park was
opened on June 19, 2020, from 10 am to 8 pm each day through the summer. The shade
structures were installed for the summer at the Splash Park by Public Works.
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Safe Routes to School Program
Century West Engineering is continuing scoping of the improvements for the ODOT Safe Routes
to School Infrastructure Construction Grant Program. The recently completed Safe Routes to
School Final Report identifies high priority improvements. The first draft maps were just
produced for a ‘working’ review. The team will field review the locations again, with revisions
to the exhibits produced.
Hillside Elementary School: Construct approximately 460 feet of 10-foot sidewalk on the south
(west) side of E. Main Street, from S. Shasta Avenue to Tabor Avenue. Upgrade ADA ramps at
Tabor and S. Shasta Avenue; upgrade ADA ramps at Main Street/Shasta Avenue, constructing
curb extensions at S. Shasta Avenue. Upgrade ADA ramps at Loto Street/Lava Street/S. Shasta
Avenue with curb extensions.

Main Street
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Loto/Lave/N. Shasta Ave Intersection
Eagle Rock Elementary School: Upgrade ADA ramps and construct curb extensions at Wyn
Way and Havenwood Drive.
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Eagle Point Middle School: Upgrade the ADA ramps at Reese Creek Road and Crystal Drive
and construct curb extensions.

Eagle Point High School: Construct approximately 380 feet of 8 to 10 feet sidewalk on the west
side of Nova Avenue, from Main Street to Eagle Point High School. This would require removal
of the existing curb and gutter, and narrowing the road. The road is currently 42-45 feet in
width. The ADA ramps at Main Street would be upgraded and curb extensions constructed.

Initial estimates and conceptual plans are being developed for review/recommendation at the
August 11, 2020 Council meeting.
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Public Works Positions
The city would like to congratulate Jacob (Jake) Hansen. We interviewed and hired the new
Public Works laborer in early March, but the start date was on hold due to COVID-19. We are
excited about the addition to our team, and in catching up on much needed work around town!
The City is continuing to recruit for a Public Works Operations Supervisor. An updated job
description and wage scale was approved by the Council at the June 23, 2020 Council meeting,
and posted on the City of Eagle Point website. Filling this position is critical to the operations of
Public Works and completing much needed work for the City. Please contact City of Eagle
Point Human Resources for additional information, or visit the City of Eagle Point website.
Public Works Operations:
The operations of the City’s water distribution system and employee health remain as the top
priorities for Public Works. On Monday June 15, 2020, all of the Public Works staff was
brought back to normal schedules under Phase II reopening guidelines.
LawCo continued installation of the new fire suppression system at the Museum. Testing of the
system is scheduled for the week of June 27, 2020.

4th of July Banner was placed by Public Works on Main Street

Flower baskets placed by Four Seasons Nursery
Public Works Operations provided the following:
 Oversight of the park mowing contract for park season.
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Tree trimming/pruning was completed on N. Shasta Ave.
Water Services were replaced at Platt Place and Grady.
Street sweeping continued, unless emergency water breaks delayed efforts.
Barricades were placed for the upcoming chip seal project.
Street benches and trash cans arrived, and were unloaded at the PW Shop. A new
decorative trash can was placed on Linn Road
Fleet maintenance was completed on several vehicles.
Water Leak repairs were completed, and investigated for several locations.
Public Works and the front office went live for Cartegraph.
Greenway Spray sprayed pre-emergent and herbicide in several areas of the City (2nd
round) to reduce weeds.
Ashpole maintenance has been postponed.
Locates (water and storm) continued for a substantial portion of the undeveloped sections
of the EP Golf Community, and for the Safe Routes to School project areas.
With additional blocks ordered as part of the budget, the yard was reorganized to keep the
material (bark, sand, etc.) out of the middle of the yard.

Material bins at PW Shop
Storm System
The region has experienced a few storms, including major events for short duration
thunderstorms and intensity. Recent improvement to the major systems, in conjunction with
timely contract cleaning of the ditches prevented any major issues. Rogue Valley Sewer
Services has been contacted to schedule root cleaning of the storm system, under the asphalt path
along Nova Avenue.
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Contract cleaning of the irrigation/storm diches began again for the pre-summer cleaning.
Several minor storm improvements were included in the 2020/21 Budget. Each year Public
Works has provided incremental improvements for reducing maintenance and/or the potential for
flooding. Partnering with local contractors and developers has provided improvements that were
accomplished years ahead of schedule with significant savings to the community.

N. Barton Road Regional Detention Pond

Stop log system at Crystal Diversion
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East Main Street/Stevens Road Improvements
Knife River Materials completed their contract for E. Main Street Stevens Road on April 15,
2020. retaining walls were stained, and all striping completed by Knife River. Quality Fence
placed slats in the chain link fence adjacent to Oak Hill Mobile Home Park, and in progress for
the remaining fences. Two ADA ramps were replaced by Knife River to complete the punch list
work.
The City has been investigating the installation of light shields at Stevens Road. After
coordination that included the electrical contractor, design team, the lighting manufacturer has
been contacted on the details. The shields could potentially block lighting from the resident side
of Stevens Road.
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The City purchased and installed a new mailbox center on E. Main Street. The temporary
mailboxes have been removed.

Over the next few months the two driveway connections on E. Main Street will be completed,
delayed by the current pandemic.

Additional slats are in progress
A separate project has been initiated to construct ADA ramps at Robert Trent Jones Boulevard
and Stevens Road, with design by CEC Engineering Consultants. This is anticipated to be
constructed summer/fall of 2020.
ODOT is completing close out of the project over the next few months. The final accounting,
and deposits back to the City of Eagle Point, will guide future project grant decisions, including
Safe Routes to School grant.
Rogue Valley Sewer Services (RVSS)
RVSS has completed two major sewer construction projects in Eagle Point. Public Works and
the City Engineer continue to coordinate on these important projects for RVSS.
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The Platt and Fargo Rehab replaced the existing sewer system on Grady Street, Haley Street, and
Platt Place tying into Fargo Street and Royal Avenue.

Haley Street

Grady Street
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The Onyx Street Rehabilitation replaced the existing sewer system on Onyx Street and part of N.
Shasta Avenue.

Onyx Sewer Construction (RVSS)
The City coordinated with Carlton Contracting to repalce the water service lines in Onyx Street
and N. Shasta Avenue. To ensure longevity under the newly paved areas, Public Works had
each water service line repalced with new municipex lines. The trenches on N. Shasta Avenue
wer paved by Knife River June 15, 2020. Onyx Street will be repaved in summer of 2020 with
the Pavement Management Program. RVSS has reimbursed the City for the trench paving.

Onyx/N. Shasta Intersection
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N. Shasta Avenue
Water Service Patching
Public Works has replaced the water services on Haley Street and Platt Place. Paving will be
completed of the trenches on Platt Place and Grady Street. Haley Street is schedule to be
repaved with Onxy Street this summer.
Street System
Public Works continues to coordinate details for the 2020 Pavement Management Program.
Crack Seal – Robert Trent Jones Boulevard
Typically Jackson County Roads will complete the preparation work ahead of their chip seals.
Due to the late season storms, they were unable to this year. Public Works quickly advertised a
request for quotes, opened June 29, 2020. The work was completed Monday July 6, 2020,
between Stevens Road and Alta Vista Road.
Crack Seal
The crack seal project in preparation of the seal coat opened bids on July 2, 2020. The project
was awarded at the July 14, 2020 Council meeting, and work began July 16, 2020.
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Chip Seal
Jackson County Roads is scheduled to chip seal Robert Trent Jones Boulevard, from Stevens
Road to Alta Vista Road, on Monday July 27, 2020. Barricades have been placed and a
newsflash on the city of Eagle Point website.
Seal Coat
This project was advertised, and opened bids July 16, 2020. A recommended award will be
presented at the July 28, 2020 City Council meeting. Due to the amount of the bid, the original
scope (number of streets) will be reduced to fit within the budget. Work is scheduled to begin
August 3, 2020.
MicroCoat
The MicroCoat will be advertised the first week of August, with a construction completion by
September 30, 2020.
The program this year is estimated at $50,000 for crack sealing, and $225,000 for the remaining
projects.
2020 Pavement Management Program
2020 Chip Seal (Jackson County)
$65,000
2020 Seal Coat
$83,500
2020 MicroCoat
$25,000
2020 Paving
$51,500
2020 PMP
$225,000
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Robert Trent Jones Safety
A discussion on the safety improvements for Robert Trent Jones Blvd, including the restriping
project, was presented before the Council July 14, 2020.

Crosswalks are proposed at Arrowhead Trail and Pumpkin Ridge Drive. A review of the plans is
underway, to potentially relocate the crossing to the south side of the intersection, nearest to the
mailbox center on Pumpkin Ridge Drive.
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Alta Vista Road at S. Shasta Avenue
The draft traffic analysis of the intersection of S. Shasta Avenue and Alta Vista was completed
by Southern Oregon Transportation. A discussion of the analysis is anticipated to be presented
to the Council in August. Options include:
 Intersection striping improvements (no widening)
 Intersection widening to incorporate a left turn lane (widening).
 All way stop with striping improvements.

Royal Avenue Grant
In 2016 the City received a grant from the Rogue Valley Metropolitan Planning Organization
(RVMPO) of $438,000 towards Royal Avenue for Engineering and Right of Way design.
Originally the City was pursuing a State Funded Local Project (SFLP) similar to Linn Road.
With the reduced fuel tax and other reductions to ODOT, the SFLP program will be significantly
reduced in the future. The Royal Avenue grant administration will be performed by ODOT
(similar to Stevens Road). ODOT will obligate the funds, prepare the Request for Qualifications
for Engineering Services, advertise, and oversee the selection process and make all payments.
The process is anticipated to begin October 1, 2020, the beginning of the federal fiscal year.
Development
Development in Eagle Point has continued strong through the last quarter.
Onyx Partition
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N. Barton Subdivision – Phase 1
Construction continued on N. Barton Subdivision – Phase 1. Sidewalks and ADA ramp
construction were completed for the remaining lots.

Storm system irrigation for planted slopes
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N. Barton – Phase 2
Construction started on N. Barton Phase 2 on June 15, 2020. Clearing and grubbing was
initiated, including coring out of the road for the Snyder Drive and Nottingham Terrace
extensions. Part of the sewer was installed for RVSS. The waterline was installed and pressure
tested.
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Cul de sac at Nottingham Terrace extension
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East Barton Subdivision

Public Works/Engineering completed the final plan review for the East Barton Subdivision.
Construction was originally anticipated to begin in April of 2020, but will be delayed until fall of
2020 due to recent involvement (delays) by DSL/Army Corps of Engineers. Some of the
infrastructure (water, storm, sewer) from N. Barton Phase 2 may be extended into E. Barton as
practical.
Eagle Point Golf Community – Phase 16A
The contractor has completed construction of the water system, storm system, road structural
section, and the curb and gutter for the Eagle Point Golf Community Phase 16A. After
dedication of the water mains, the City will take ownership and provide a much needed loop to
the overall water system.
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Curb and gutter installation
Sienna Hills Phase 6B
Sienna Hills Phase 6B added another 13 residential lots available to Eagle Point. The plat was
approved, and home construction continues.
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Mt Pitt Estates
Public Works/Engineering completed the final review of the engineering plans for Mt. Pitt
Estates, on the corner of Hidden Valley and Alta Vista Drive. Sewer construction was
completed, utility conduits placed for power and lighting, and the water main installed. The
emergency driveway/pedestrian path was poured, and curb and gutter installed at the
intersection.

The cross section was approved for Alta Vista to provide future 11-foot lanes, a 3-foot shoulder,
and 8-foot pedestrian/bicycle path. This strategy is being analyzed for all future improvements
to Alta Vista where the Golf Course multiuse path is in place.
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DEVELOPMENT SERVICES – MIKE UPSTON,
PLANNING DIRECTOR
DEPARTMENT ACTIVITY OVERVIEW

This map provides an overview
of land development in the City,
with updates on the most active
projects in the pages that follow.
Commercial development in the
downtown includes continued
ongoing work on the State Bank
building renovation at the corner
of Main Street & Platt Avenue,
with installation of awnings and
finishing the ground floor interior space for a future tenant. The physical therapy building and
the dental building on Main Street are also in various stages of grant-funded building and site
improvements. The Pariani Business Center at Loto Street & Platt Avenue is making progress
on completing the interior work, phased expansion at Storage Emporium on Hannon Road
continues, and we’re awaiting a PreApplication Review request regarding future commercial
development on the east side of Hwy 62, south of Crystal Drive. Our long range work includes
Census wrap up, tracking housing and population growth, participation with the RVMPO, and
looking ahead to Transportation System Plan updates. Remote coordination with our regional
partners continues, with participation in land use, housing, transportation and economic
development initiatives in the valley. We also continue to interface with Southern Oregon
Regional Economic Development and Business Oregon, and interact with state and federal
agencies on a variety of land use matters. Meanwhile, new residential construction continues at
a steady pace, as does our on-going interaction with other city departments, staff support to the
City Council and Commissions, and fielding public inquiries on land use regulations, property
development, and a variety of community issues.
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HOT OFF THE PRESS
We just submitted this 5-year monitoring report
pertaining to the City’s future expansion of its urban
growth boundary (UGB). This fulfills the first of an
every-five-years requirement to provide a selfevaluation monitoring report addresing compliance
with the Greater Bear Creek Valley Regional Plan
and the Regional Plan Element of Eagle Point’s
Comprehensive Plan.
Eagle Point adopted the Regional Plan Element into
its Comprehensive Plan in 2012 (Ord. No. 2012-02)
in response to Jackson County’s adoption of the
Greater Bear Creek Valley Regional Plan. As part of
our Regional Plan Element, the City is required to
adhere to various Performance Indicators and is also
subject to monitoring.
Since adoption of Eagle Point’s Regional Plan
Element, its associated Agricultural Buffering
Ordinance and our Urban Reserve Management
Agreement with Jackson County, we also completed a Buildable Lands Inventory and
Residential & Employment Needs Analysis in November 2017 (authorized by Resolution No.
2016-35), as well as the final draft of an Affordable Housing Strategy in October 2018.
The next step toward UGB expansion – Urban Reserve Area (URA) Conceptual Planning - has
not yet been undertaken. When initiated, the above activities will have been just the start in a
process that will involve more substantial studies, reports, plan amendments, conceptual plans,
public engagements and a host of other required documents and activities.
Depending on the rate of growth in the years ahead, it’s possible that the City may be ready to
begin the Conceptual Planning process for expanding into its URA within the next five years or
so. If in that time period it is determined that the city no longer has a 20 year supply of land for
residential or employment growth within its current UGB, then we would expect to begin the
URA Conceptual Planning process, with the end goal being to bring in sufficient amounts of
residential, employment and open space lands to serve a growing population through a 20 year
period.
When the time comes for such expansion, the City will be required to update applicable
Elements of its Comprehensive Plan and adopt a variety of studies intended to justify the land
need. This includes, but is not limited to: updating the Eagle Point Transportation, Housing,
Population and Land Use Elements of the Comprehensive Plan; creating and monitoring a
Housing Implementation Plan and an Economic Opportunities Analysis; conducting an
Efficiency Measures Analysis; and updating our zoning and subdivision regulations to
implement any applicable new state laws and rule making.
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The City also expects to participate with the Regional Problem Solving signatories in conducting
a 10-year mandated review beginning in 2022.
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CURRENT LAND
DEVELOPMENT
North Barton Road Subdivision

Home Building Continues
Home construction continues for
these 55 lots which received final
subdivision approval in 2018.
When finished, there will be 30
detached homes and 25 attached
homes on this 11 acre project area,
with the associated detention
basin/pond.
Photos of current construction activity
below.

East Barton Subdivision
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Awaiting Site Mobilization
This 5 acre project site will be a
continuation of the same pattern and style of
residential development as the earlierapproved North Barton Road Subdivision to
its immediate west, and has a street layout
and home type intended to merge gracefully
with the existing streets and homes in the
Shelter View Meadows neighborhood to the
immediate east along Nottingham Terrace
and Sheffield Drive.
With engineering approved, we’re now
anticipating site mobilization soon for this
eastward extension of the North Barton
Road Subdivision. As reported by the City
Engineer, recent involvement by the State
Department of Environmental Quality has
created a pause, which we don’t expect to
take very long.
When constructed, this will add another 22
single family detached homes to this north
side of Barton Road.

View of property from the adjacent North Barton Rd
development

Sienna Hills Subdivision, Phase 6b

Home Construction Underway
So far, three of the thirteen homes to be
constructed in this small, final phase of the
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Sienna Hills Subdivision are underway, and two more building permits are now being issued.
The image at left is a snippet of the subdivision plan showing the extension of Stonewater Drive
and the thirteen new tax lots.
In the meantime, we continue to wait for a City file copy of the final subdivision plan which
shows inclusion of the portion of the Highway property purchased by the developer and
incorporated into the lot development.
Emerald View Subdivision
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Mt Pitt Estates Subdivision

Infrastructure in Progress
In the graphic update on Emerald View Subdivision (immediately above), there is a reference to
the eventual closure of the temporary access to Oak Point Drive from Alta Vista Road. That area
is identified with a note at the top/right corner of the plan view image on the next page depicting
the neighboring Mt Pitt Estates Subdivision.
Much of the underground infrastructure for the subdivision has been completed by the developer
and next steps will include submittal, approval and recording of the final subdivision plan, with
permitting for home construction on these ten lots expected by summer.
Note how the Oak Point Drive dogleg to the left into this new subdivision will be that street’s
new endpoint when its temporary access to Alta Vista is removed. The five homes at that street
end will take access there via Echo Way to the south, while the other five homes oriented to
Hidden Valley Drive will come in and out that way.

Façade Improvement Program: Upcoming Grant Disbursements
Here’s a rough estimation for when we expect to be receiving reimbursement requests for work
done on Main Street buildings under façade improvement grants approved in FY 2019-20:
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State Bank Bldg – Sept 2020, awnings
Jackson County Physical Therapy – Oct 2020, paint and landscaping
Advantage Dental – Oct 2020, paint and fascia repair (also new roof, not grant funded)
Future Development - Eastside Hwy 62

Early Planning in Progress
Discussions continue with the owner and prospective tenants of the undeveloped property on the
east side of Highway 62, south of where Crystal Drive connects to it. See aerial photo on next
page/left side and zoning map next page/right side. The northernmost tax lot, adjacent to Crystal
Drive and colored in pink, is zoned for residential development (R-2, single family detached or
attached). The rest of the property is commercially zoned (see yellow areas on the zoning map).
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LONG RANGE PLANNING
Recent State-Mandate Housing Density Requirements: Clarification
The Oregon Dept of Land Conservation & Development (DLCD) recently
provided clarification on what they’d like to achieve with the new rules requiring
cities of over 10,000 in population to allow a broader variety & density of homes
in single family zoning districts. Here’s a summary:
1) The focus of the House Bill (HB 2001) that went into effect at the beginning
of this year is to provide allowances for additional housing supply, rather than a mandate that
such housing be built. DLCD doesn’t expect that the rezoning of existing developed
neighborhoods to allow duplexes,
triplexes, fourplexes, townhomes,
and cottage clusters (commonly
referred to as “Middle Housing”)
will result in wholesale changes to
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existing neighborhoods that today consist primarily or exclusively of detached single dwellings
on individual lots. Rather, they expect that changes in such neighborhoods will be the result of
many individual decisions by individual property owners over many years and many decades.
These decisions will be based upon financial and decisions that will be diverse and varied,
especially when property owners can only act on such decisions by demolishing an existing
dwelling. The remaining vacant lots in such neighborhoods will also be the subject of individual
decisions that might result in anything from a small set of fourplex units to a large single-family
dwelling. And city zoning provisions on physical aspects of development such as height,
setbacks, lot coverage, and floor-area ratio will also affect individual property owner decisions.
2) DLCD is writing rules that allow for some flexibility for a local government to propose areas
where Middle Housing beyond duplexes is unsuitable. This is within a policy framework that
such Middle Housing should, unless there is good reason, be allowed. It would be very difficult
to provide prescriptive rules that describe all of the various situations that could arise where a
city might want to limit Middle Housing beyond duplexes. Instead, they are trying to find a
methodology that provides a set of criteria by which to determine whether a city's exclusion of
such areas from some types of Middle Housing is sound. They are working with their technical
consultants and rulemaking advisory committees on this topic, and are open to feedback which
can be sent via housing.dlcd@state.or.us.
3) In areas that are currently not urbanized, cities will to a great extent be able to control overall
residential density through public facilities planning. If a city has planned for residential
densities in an un-urbanized area at "x" units per acre in terms of sewer, water, transportation,
and storm drainage, and a development application proposes "2x" or "4x" units per acre, the city
has the ability to require the developer to show that his or her development can still be provided
with adequate levels of these public facilities, and to require the developer to upgrade or further
improve public facilities to serve the development. This is a process and a situation most cities
already deal with on a regular basis when reviewing development applications. For already
urbanized areas, HB 2001 anticipates a 3% increase in residential densities over a 20-year
timeframe, and believes it’s reasonable for cities to assume that level of increased demand in the
evaluation of utility master plans in relation to Middle Housing impacts.
4) Last, the intent of HB 2001 was that the "new normal" for residentially zoned neighborhoods
in Oregon's cities with population above 10,000 and for the Portland Metro Area is that those
neighborhoods will include, as a matter of course, some "Middle Housing" types and will not
consist exclusively of detached single dwellings on individual lots out of reach to many
households. It's a new paradigm which they believe will make for healthier communities, better
neighborhoods, and more diverse & equitable housing markets over time.
Local Transportation Planning
This Fall we’re expecting to be bringing the Planning
Commission and City Council a proposed update to the
city’s Transportation System Plan (TSP). The TSP serves
as the Transportation Element within the Comprehensive
Plan, the city’s long range policy guide on land use issues.
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The amendments are likely to include changes to roadway classifications and incorporating the
Safe Routes to School Plan into the TSP.
2020 Census
The U.S. Census Bureau has
extended the 2020 Census deadline
from July 31 to Oct 31. Since
counts are used to direct federal
resources to states and local
jurisdictions (for roads, hospitals,
schools, etc.), and to determine
proportional
representation
in
government, Eagle Point residents
are being encouraged in web
newsflashes and the monthly
newsletter that accompanies their
utility bill to respond to the survey.
For folks who haven’t responded to
the survey yet, they can still do so
at: 2020Census.gov. This site is
available in 59 different languages by clicking on the globe icon on the top right corner of the
main page to open a drop-down menu of options. Or responses can be done by telephone in 13
language options, following easy instructions at: https://2020census.gov/en/ways-torespond/responding-by-phone.html
5th Generation Wireless Technology Coming
Fifth-generation (or 5G) data networks are coming, with speeds more than 100 times faster than
the 4G networks that most of our mobile phones currently use to transmit information. 5G can
also handle 100 times as many devices as current 4G infrastructure, which could allow
everything from parking meters to air quality sensors to constantly share information in real
time, potentially paving the way for truly "smart" cities.
The 5G small-cell equipment is smaller than its
predecessors — meaning it can hang from streetlights or
utility poles — so wireless companies have pushed for the
ability to mount them on public infrastructure. Each of the
small cells has to be connected to fiber optic cables,
which requires tearing up city streets where they're not
already installed. All of that means costs to cities, which
many local governments are trying to pass along to the
mobile carriers through permit and rental fees.
Disputes between municipalities and mobile carriers over
the size of the fees local governments can charge and the
placement of 5G equipment are playing out in state
legislative chambers, federal regulatory hearings, and
more than a few courtrooms. The outcomes will have big
implications for planners and the communities they serve, from the short-term surge in permit
applications coming to cities and in the long-term consequences on disparities among residents
in the types of technological resources they will have in their neighborhoods.
5G's shorter wave signals can degrade if they encounter structures, vegetation, or rain. That
means more cell towers are required to relay signals from the macrocell, or high-power, tower.
4G's longer wave signals travel for miles from the macrocell tower, unaffected by weather or
buildings, but more users can slow down service.
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5G technology relies on more cells than its predecessor systems in order to transmit the shorter
wavelength signals. Cells can be mounted on new or retrofitted infrastructure.

The technology that is broadly labeled 5G is actually a collection of improvements to wireless
infrastructure that will boost speeds for end users. It uses different parts of the electromagnetic
spectrum — and more of it — than its predecessors and incorporates several ways to use those
signals more efficiently. But the exact types of upgrades depend on the carrier and on the
location. For example, rural areas may see faster connections compared to existing 4G networks,
but not the top-of-the-line speeds available in downtown business districts. On the other hand,
those downtown districts will require a lot more antennae, spaced closer together, in order to get
those higher speeds, because the equipment used to produce those higher speeds uses highfrequency wavelengths that can be blocked by buildings and other structures.
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Even before the pandemic, the telecommunications industry had planned wider rollouts of 5G
throughout 2020. Not only are companies competing with each other to offer the new service,
they're also trying to position the U.S. as the global leader in deploying 5G technology in order
to attract developers and technology companies.
To speed up the process, the telecommunications industry has tried to bypass many local siting
and permitting regulations that it sees as too cumbersome. Companies have worked at state and
federal levels to get uniform standards imposed on localities that cover things like how much the
municipalities can charge for leasing light poles and other infrastructure, how long the local
regulators can take to decide on whether a permit should be issued, and when local regulations
should be preempted.
By and large, the telecommunications companies have been successful. More than half of the
states in the country have passed laws setting standards for municipalities to follow for 5G
equipment installations. For small communities like Eagle Point, the conversion process will
likely be relatively slow, but it will happen as it has with the four generations thus far.
(See Mike Upston, Planning Director for more information on this if you’re interested.)
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